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PART I. Corporate Profile

ITEM 1. Basic Corporate Profile

Official Company Name Digital Native Foundation

Establishment Date 19 Mar 2021

Jurisdiction of Incorporation Singapore
Principal Office Location SINGAPORE
Address of Official Company Registration 3 FRASER STREET, #05-25, DUO TOWER, SINGAPORE (189352)
Company Name for Website Display Standard Protocol

Description of Company Formed with digital natives, Digital Native Foundation is a technology firm to make protocols for the next
generations including governance, finance and lifestyle.

Company Website https://standard.tech/
Whitepaper Link https://docsend.com/view/sp6antfgeqiziaqb

Mission and Vision Our mission is to build and propose new infrastructure for next generations based on our technologies. Starting
with delivering new digital asset standard with standard protocol, we try to find other tasks for the mission.

ITEM 2. Team

2.1 Executives & Founders
The following sets forth certain information regarding the company's executive officers and founders, their details and positions as of 2021-05-24

Kang Hyungsuk

Position Title Founder / CTO

Short Bio
Lead Developer at Plasm; 
Head Ambassador for East Asia of Polkadot;
Co-founder of PolkaKR.

Experience
Plasm / Lead Devloper
Polkadot / Head Ambassador for East Asia

Education
Company e-mail contact@standard.tech

Social !  @hskang0525

Shin Jaewon

Position Title Co-founder

Short Bio
Korean Partner at BitBlock Capital;
Co-founder of PolkaKR;
Founder of Zhejiang University International Student Blockchain Association.

Experience BitBlock Capital / Korean Partner

Education
Company e-mail shinjw@standard.tech

Social !  @Jay_Sh1n

2.2 Engineering Team Leaders
The following sets forth certain information regarding the company's development and engineering leaders, their details and positions as of 2021-05-24

Hyungsuk KANG

Position Title CTO

Short Bio
Soft Engineer at Plasm;
Head Ambassador for East Asia of Polkadot.

Experience Plasm Network / Soft Engineer

Education
Social

2.3 Advisory
The following sets forth certain information regarding the company's advisories, their details and positions as of 2021-05-24

No data available
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2.4 Organization Structure
The following sets forth certain information regarding the structure of the company as of 2021-05-24

Name of Department/Group/Office/etc. Number of Full-Time Staff Number of Part-Time Staff Head of Department (Maybe left blank)

Global Decentralized Team 15 0

Total 15 0
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PART II. Business Information

ITEM 1. Industry Classification
Not Applicable

Sector Technology
Industry Software and Services
Sub-industry IT and Blockchain Services

Categories

1. Yield Farming
2. Stablecoins
3. Oracle
4. Governance
5. DeFi

ITEM 2. Industry Description

2.1 Industry Overview
The advent of cryptocurrencies has given rise to a new financial universe, but the technology has suffered from a lot of criticism. One of the key arguments used to discredit
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ether is the price volatility the assets are often prone to.

While price volatility is common with cryptocurrencies still in their infancy, a number of solutions have been developed to combat the problem. Stablecoins limit price
fluctuations by tracking the price of other assets. Their value is often pegged to traditional fiat currencies such as the US dollar, and they can be thought of as a type of
synthetic asset. Stablecoins are designed to be worth the same as the asset they’re pegged to, and they’re not restricted to fiat currencies.

In recent years, stablecoins have grown to become one of the most fundamental components of the cryptocurrency landscape. Today they account for over $30 billion of value
on the Ethereum network.

2.2 Recent Trends

(1) The Problems of Current Algorithmic Stablecoins
Current algorithmic stablecoins face three problems: 

1. Too much focus on price stability, with no sustainable use cases for interoperability 

Current algorithmic stablecoins focus only on automated price stability. Although they provide some interoperability between tokens with initial distribution via yield farming,
there is still no sustainable way for them to interoperate in financial activities without the unsustainable level of token issuance distributed to staking pools. 

2. Current oracles are centralized, and there is no decentralized ecosystem to reward them 

There is no reward system for oracle providers currently, and the current solutions are either controlled by validators or by the companies themselves. One can be dependent
on DEXes, but they are prone to flash swaps and generating unwanted arbitrage data when compared to centralized exchanges. In order to provide aggregated and balanced
data, oracle providers must be rewarded in a decentralized manner. Standard Protocol proposes a reward mechanism in each era and slashes equivocation with the IQR rule. 

3. Auctions are hard to track and are centralized 

Liquidation auctions are hard to track and participate in, and thus only experienced traders can benefit from them. A more decentralized method to liquidate positions must be
considered. Auction orders come in high volumes of collateral, which can lead to plutocracy. 
(2) The Solutions of Current Algorithmic Stablecoins - Standard Protocol
Standard Protocol tries to solve the above problems with these solutions: 

1. Elastic Supply 
MTR issuance ratio (inverse of collateralization ratio) is fully controlled by governance within an epsilon range; However, when the MTR price goes out of the epsilon range,
emergency shutdown executes and no more MTR will be issued for the rest of the era. 

Starting from the next era, the system takes charge and adjusts MTR issuance ratio to stabilize MTR price to USD until MTR price recovers to 3 quarters of the epsilon range.

If MTR price is above USD, more MTR will be minted from collateralization in the next era.

2. Decentralized Oracle Ecosystem 
Oracle clients from various sources (e.g. Binance, Coinbase, HydraDX, etc) can provide aggregated price information so that the price cannot be manipulated by a single
entity.

Standard Protocol builds an oracle module to share STND block rewards with oracle providers, so as to attract and incentivise them to provide such services. Substrate
enables developers to split block rewards to other network participants in every era. Block rewards to oracle providers maintain an 8:2 ratio between validators and the
providers in an era. The total block rewards in each era is 10% (governance controlled) of total STND produced in the era.

Oracle providers are selected using the phragmen algorithm. Selected oracle providers have no fee.
Block can only have up to certain number of oracle transactions recorded. This is to prevent too many oracle transactions taking up one block.

3. Market Efficient Liquidity 
Instead of hosting an auction for liquidating collateral, Standard Protocol deposits liquidated collateral to its AMM pair so that Meter (MTR) holders can purchase other
liquidated digital assets. Standard protocol uses a built-in AMM module to provide liquidation in a more market efficient way where liquidated assets are utilized to conduct
arbitrage trades. 
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Standard Protocol rewards stakeholders who find expired loans by giving them a percentage (10% or more) of the collateral. The rest of it goes to Standard Protocol's built-in
DEX to provide arbitrage opportunities to stakeholders who use the exchange. 

2.3 Target Market Size
Since the market is filled with the smell of a bull run. Algorithmic stablecoin, a DeFi product full of promising properties, is growing exponentially under the influence of the bull
market.

Stablecoins have already acquired a large market. Reportedly, the total supply for stablecoin grew by about 493% from $5.9 billion at the beginning of 2020 to over $35 billion
by the beginning of 2021.

Fueled by the surge in the decentralized finance (DeFi) market, Stablecoins have registered such impressive growth in 2020 that even the U.S. Office of the Controller of the
Currency (OCC) announced that federally regulated banks can use stablecoins to conduct payments and other activities.

2.4 Target Customers
The people who interested in DeFi.

2.5 Competitors
2.5.1 Existing Industry Competitors
The following sets forth certain information regarding the company's conventional competitors already established within the industry as of 2021-05-24:

No data available

2.5.2 Token Project Competitors
The following sets forth certain information regarding the company's competitors that have implemented Token economics as of 2021-05-24:

MakerDao

Token Symbol MKR
Network Type ETH

Description

The Maker Protocol, also known as the Multi-Collateral Dai (MCD) system, allows users to generate Dai by leveraging collateral assets
approved by “Maker Governance.” Maker Governance is the community organized and operated process of managing the various aspects
of the Maker Protocol. Dai is a decentralized, unbiased, collateral-backed cryptocurrency soft-pegged to the US Dollar. Resistant to
hyperinflation due to its low volatility, Dai offers economic freedom and opportunity to anyone, anywhere.

Terra

Token Symbol LUNA
Network Type Other

Description

While many see the benefits of a price-stable cryptocurrency that combines the best of both
fiat and Bitcoin, not many have a clear plan for the adoption of such a currency. Since the
value of a currency as a medium of exchange is mainly driven by its network effects, a successful
new digital currency needs to maximize adoption in order to become useful. We propose a
cryptocurrency, Terra, which is both price-stable and growth-driven. It achieves price-stability
via an elastic money supply, enabled by stable mining incentives. It also uses seigniorage created
by its minting operations as transaction stimulus, thereby facilitating adoption. There is demand
for a decentralized, price-stable money protocol in both fiat and blockchain economies. If such a
protocol succeeds, then it will have a significant impact as the best use case for cryptocurrencies.

ITEM 3. Project's Business Model

3.1 Business Description
3.1.1 Revenue Model
We are promoting Collateralized Rebasable Stablecoin (CRS) system in the DeFi world.
We would like to pervade our MTR token on both centralized and decentralized exchanges, offering more fiat-pairs.

3.1.2 Platform or Application Overview
General platform description

Unlike first generation algorithmic stablecoins with no collateralized assets, Standard Protocol provides collateralized rebasable stablecoin and acts as an index of digital
assets with its vault.
Functions of the solution
1. Stability Maintenance 
Standard protocol defends its price in both contractionary and expansionary periods, with overcollaterization, through stability fees and rebasing the total stable coin supply
every 4 hours. 

2. Stability Fee 
Standard protocol takes stability fees as interest by generating the MTR stable coin. Stability fees are determined by governance as a percentage, and the amount of MTR
required to close the vault is calculated by the number of elapsed eras after opening a position in the form of a simple interest formula. Suppose the stability fee rate is R, the
number of elapsed eras is N, and G is the amount of MTR that was generated. 
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3. Era 
An era means 24 hours in a substrate node with a period of 6 seconds for the block finalization time. Standard uses the same amount of time to define an era. 

4. Elastic supply 
Similar to Ampleforth’s elastic supply, total supply of the stable coin is adjusted when the price falls out of epsilon range, approximately 1% of the 1USD. 

5. Expansionary 
In cases where the appreciation of MTR goes above 1 USD, the vault mints new MTR to the vault account. Then, the vault will have more collateralized MTR to distribute to
the community. 

6. Contractionary 
In cases where the price of MTR goes below 1 USD (or DAI), the community is incentivized to pay back the loan from the vault due to a relatively cheaper MTR price. Vault
adjusts this situation by reducing the reserve supply in the Vault account to maintain the peg of 1USD. If Vault cannot reduce the reserved supply, the Vault module declares an
emergency shutdown for generating MTR.

User pain points
1. Too much focus on price stability, with no sustainable use cases for interoperability 

Current algorithmic stablecoins focus only on automated price stability. Although they provide some interoperability between tokens with initial distribution via yield farming,
there is still no sustainable way for them to interoperate in financial activities without the unsustainable level of token issuance distributed to staking pools. 

2. Current oracles are centralized, and there is no decentralized ecosystem to reward them 

There is no reward system for oracle providers currently, and the current solutions are either controlled by validators or by the companies themselves. One can be dependent
on DEXes, but they are prone to flash swaps and generating unwanted arbitrage data when compared to centralized exchanges. In order to provide aggregated and balanced
data, oracle providers must be rewarded in a decentralized manner. Standard Protocol proposes a reward mechanism in each era and slashes equivocation with the IQR rule. 

3. Auctions are hard to track and are centralized 

Liquidation auctions are hard to track and participate in, and thus only experienced traders can benefit from them. A more decentralized method to liquidate positions must be
considered. Auction orders come in high volumes of collateral, which can lead to plutocracy.
3.1.3 Product/Service Line Description

⋅⋅ Collateralized Rebasable Stablecoin
Standard Protocol is the first Collateralized Rebasable Stablecoin (CRS) protocol for synthetic assets, and will operate in the Polkadot ecosystem. It introduces a new
paradigm for liquidity aggregation. In contrast to the previous generation of algorithmic stablecoins, Standard Protocol rebases its stablecoin supply in each era. It will act as
the catalyst for the financial activities of other parachains, to enable leveraged trading and arbitrage via a built-in AMM. It will also include a protocol for synthetic asset markets
by way of a decentralized oracle.
3.1.4 Competitive Advantage
Standard Protocol has three tokens, each serving a specific purpose. With three-token-system, it will help Standard Protocol to stand out among the DeFi area.

1. Meter (MTR)
Meter (MTR) is the stablecoin which is synthetically generated by the protocol's vault. By rebasing the stablecoin’s total supply with the oracle price provided by oracle clients,
the stablecoin’s supply is adjusted to have a value maintained at 1 USD. Holders can use MTR as a medium of exchange, to buy other assets, and to farm tokens within the
Standard Protocol ecosystem by providing liquidity. MTR’s supply is expanded and contracted accordingly in order to maintain the peg.

2. Liter (LTR)
Liter (LTR) is a liquidity provider token that represents a share of the AMM module. Similar to LP tokens in Uniswap, LTR can be burned in an AMM to receive deposited
assets. LTR can also be used for liquidity mining.

3. Standard (STND)
Standard (STND) is the network and governance token for using Standard Protocol, and is a transferable representation of attributed functions specified in the protocol/code of
Standard Protocol, designed to be used solely as an interoperable utility token on the network. STND is a non-refundable functional utility token which will be used as the
medium of exchange between participants on Standard Protocol. The goal of introducing STND is to provide a convenient and secure mode of payment and settlement
between participants who interact within the ecosystem on Standard Protocol, and it is not, and not intended to be, a medium of exchange accepted by the public (or a section
of the public) as payment for goods or services or for the discharge of a debt; nor is it designed or intended to be used by any person as payment for any goods or services
whatsoever that are not exclusively provided by the issuer. STND does not in any way represent any shareholding, participation, right, title, or interest in the Foundation, the
Distributor, their respective affiliates, or any other company, enterprise or undertaking, nor will STND entitle token holders to any promise of fees, dividends, revenue, profits or
investment returns, and are not intended to constitute securities in Singapore or any relevant jurisdiction. STND may only be utilised on Standard Protocol, and ownership of
STND carries no rights, express or implied, other than the right to use STND as a means to enable usage of and interaction within Standard Protocol.

STND also provides the economic incentives which will be distributed to encourage users to contribute and maintain the ecosystem on Standard Protocol, thereby creating a
win-win system where every participant is fairly compensated for its efforts. STND is an integral and indispensable part of Standard Protocol, because without STND, there
would be no incentive for users to expend resources to participate in activities or provide services for the benefit of the entire ecosystem on Standard Protocol. Given that
additional STND will be awarded to a user based only on its actual usage, activity and contribution on Standard Protocol, users of Standard Protocol and/or holders of STND
which did not actively participate will not receive any STND incentives.
3.1.5 Intellectual Property
No Input

3.2 Partnerships

▸ Idavoll Network

Counterparty Website https://idavoll.network/
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Counterparty Description
Idavoll Network is a decentralized organization platform that offers infrastructure and DAO services, such as providing
organizations with a customizable set of modules that define stakeholders and their associated rights and privileges.
Idavoll has been awarded a Polkadot Web3 Foundation grant for its innovative approach to decentralized governance
solutions.

Applicable Dates 2021-05-10 ~
Does this partnership has an expiration date? No
Revenue Generation No
Expected Revenue (USD) N/A

Partnership Description

We are delighted to announce our seventh partner on board: Idavoll Network (IDV). Idavoll Network provides a wide
variety of management solutions by developing governance modules for decentralized autonomous organizations (DAO)
on its network and on Polkadot parachains. MTR, Standard Protocol’s stablecoin, will be utilized as one of the payment
means in the Idavoll network alongside with DOT, IDV and EQD.
Standard Protocol will also employ Idavoll Network’s DAO templates to help build and strengthen its own governance
structure.

Expected Benefits to Project Team
Expected Benefits to Counterparty

▸ Shyft Network

Counterparty Website https://shyft.network/

Counterparty Description

Shyft Network is a public protocol designed to aggregate and embed trust, validation and discoverability into data stored
on public and private ecosystems, and facilitate information transfer between permissioned and permissionless networks.
By incentivizing individuals and enterprises to work together, Shyft Network allows for the layering of context on top of
data, turning raw data into meaningful information.

Applicable Dates 2021-05-11 ~
Does this partnership has an expiration date? No
Revenue Generation No
Expected Revenue (USD) N/A

Partnership Description

Standard Protocol is excited to announce that it’s partnering with Shyft Network — a blockchain protocol designed to
embed trust, validation and discoverability into public and private ecosystems — to help enable the creation of regulatory
compliant primitives for synthetic assets built on the Standard Protocol.
Among other use cases, Shyft Network protocol enables identity verification, validation and credentials transferring
across different blockchains and networks. Existing and upcoming regulation makes these features a necessity in
markets that aim at becoming compliant and attracting institutional capital. Our partnership will surely get Standard
Protocol prepared in this direction.

Expected Benefits to Project Team
Expected Benefits to Counterparty

▸ Darwinia Network

Counterparty Website https://darwinia.network/

Counterparty Description

Darwinia Network is a decentralized cross-chain bridge network built on Substrate, known as the “Golden Gate Bridge” of
cross-chain ecology. It provides the safest multi-use bridge solutions, connecting Polkadot, Ethereum, TRON, and other
heterogeneous chains by cross-chain assets transfer and general remote chain call. Its main application areas include
Defi, cross-chain NFT trading market, games, etc.

Applicable Dates 2021-05-04 ~
Does this partnership has an expiration date? No
Revenue Generation No
Expected Revenue (USD) N/A

Partnership Description

Darwinia Network is a decentralized cross-chain bridge protocol built on substrate to facilitate cross-chain ecology. It has
won three Web3 Foundation grants and is soon to be connected to the Polkadot parachain testnet Rococo.
Standard Protocol’s exciting list of partnerships continues! We are thrilled to announce that we will be cooperating with
Darwinia to reinforce our ecosystem. Standard Protocol and its next generation stablecoin will employ Darwinia’s cross-
chain bridge to improve multi-chain user adoption. This will further allow our protocol to extend its scalability and
interoperability.

Expected Benefits to Project Team
Expected Benefits to Counterparty

▸ Konomi Network

Counterparty Website https://www.konomi.network/#/
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Counterparty Description
Konomi is a full suite asset management solution for cross-chain crypto assets. Using Substrate as the development
framework, the network aims to support more assets in the Polkadot ecosystem. Users could manage their crypto
holding positions, trade assets, and earn interest through decentralised money market products. Konomi also issues its
native network token in order to kick start liquidity and decentralised governance.

Applicable Dates 2021-04-30 ~
Does this partnership has an expiration date? No
Revenue Generation No
Expected Revenue (USD) N/A

Partnership Description
Konomi is our fourth partner onboard to provide cross-chain money market solutions for our ecosystem. From cross-
chain liquidity to pool-based borrow and lending protocol, down to one-stop asset & derivatives management on the DOT
system, Konomi partnership will definitely bring new dimensions to Standard Protocol on utilization of our tokenomics.

Expected Benefits to Project Team
Expected Benefits to Counterparty

▸ DEXTools

Counterparty Website https://www.dextools.io/

Counterparty Description
DEXTools is a cross-chain platform on Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain that serves as a DeFi hub for users. It
provides access to a plethora of unique tools, insights and data analytics as well as DeFi products with in-depth analysis
and real-time easy-to-read data — providing valuable insights to its over 7M monthly users.

Applicable Dates 2021-04-29 ~
Does this partnership has an expiration date? No
Revenue Generation No
Expected Revenue (USD) N/A

Partnership Description

DEXTools is a leading DeFi platform that offers users a well-refined spectrum of resources to assist and facilitate their
interactions with the market.
Standard Protocol is delighted to announce DEXTools as a strategic partner. DEXTools’ comprehensive set of tools,
explorers and analytics data will help users participate in Standard Protocol’s ecosystems with more ease. Our
partnership will also bring heightened exposure of Standard Protocol to DEXTools’ vast number of active daily users.

Expected Benefits to Project Team
Expected Benefits to Counterparty

▸ Bridge Mutual

Counterparty Website https://www.bridgemutual.io/

Counterparty Description
Bridge Mutual is a decentralized, p2p/p2b discretionary risk coverage platform that provides coverage for stablecoins,
centralized exchanges, and smart contracts. Its platform allows users to provide coverage, decide on policy payouts, as
well as share profit and get compensated for adjudicating claims.

Applicable Dates 2021-04-28 ~
Does this partnership has an expiration date? No
Revenue Generation No
Expected Revenue (USD) N/A

Partnership Description

The third partner Standard Protocol has on the board is Bridge Mutual. Bridge Mutual provides a robust solution on
decentralized risk coverage for different defi use cases, covering contracts, stablecoins and exchanges. This synergises
well with the Standard Protocol’s ecosystem, especially because Standard Protocol will provide a stablecoin, AMM, and
even potential smart contract support through partnership with Patract. Hence, partnership with Bridge Mutual enables a
safety net for our community — whoever wants a little bit more protection in the Defi world, you are now covered.

Expected Benefits to Project Team
Expected Benefits to Counterparty

3.3 Project Progress
History
Standard Protocol starts its journey since February, 2021. Within a few month, it has successfully funded more than 3M dollars, getting listed on Uniswap, Gate.io, and Kucoin.

Project Status

Operational

Development of the platform and business operations have been or will be funded through the following sources
Initial token sale(Public and Private)

Plan or Strategy to expand platform or token
We aim to launch our product on Kusama first, and then gradually promote to multi-chian platforms.
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3.4 Milestones

Title Target Date Status Description

IDO on Polkastarter 2021-04-29 Completed Standard Protocol launched on Polkastarter for IDO.

3.5 Use Case
No Input

3.6 Legal Concerns

No data available
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PART III. Financial Information

This section is only accessible by our Partners. Please contact us at direct@crossangle.io to inquire about access.

mailto:direct@crossangle.io
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PART IV. Token Information

ITEM 1. Token Profile
Token Name Standard
Symbol STND
Token Economy

Token Usage

1 Using Standard Vaults to Create Collateral Leverage 

As an example to help better understand Standard Protocol, Alice, a cryptocurrency holder, is introduced. Just
like MakerDAO’s vaults, Standard generates MTR by leveraging all accepted collateral assets called Standard
Vaults. One of the key ways a Vault owner can use Meter (MTR) is to purchase more collateral, typically DOT. If
the price of DOT increases, the Vault owner stands to profit. She can also borrow from the Vault as a form of
decentralized leverage. Because Standard Vaults require a minimum of 150% collateralization, the maximum
leverage available is 3x, not taking into account transaction fees or slippage.

Consider the following, paraphrased from MakerDAO's example:
Assume one DOT is $100. Alice deposits 15 DOT, worth $1,500, to her Vault. She generates 1,000 Meter (MTR)
against it (the maximum possible given the 150% collateralization requirement), and then uses the Meter (MTR)
generated to purchase 10 DOT, which she deposits back into her Vault. 
Alice can now generate a further 667 Meter (MTR) against the extra $1,000 in DOT collateral. 

Purchasing $667 of DOT allows her to generate a further 444 Meter (MTR). Repeating this process provides a
further 296 Meter (MTR), then 198 Meter (MTR), 131 Meter (MTR), 88 Meter (MTR), and 59 Meter (MTR).
Ultimately a total of 3,000 Meter (MTR) can be generated against the original 15 DOT, enabling Alice to leverage
her initial stake by 200%. 

The risks of falling DOT prices are also amplified. If Alice does not keep her Vault adequately collateralized, it
may be liquidated. Hopefully, the contents are auctioned, but Standard has a different approach to handling the
collateral.

2. Spending Your Meter (MTR) 

In addition to recapitalizing a Standard Vault with generated Meter (MTR), the token can also be used to make
purchases. One option is to use Meter (MTR) to purchase other cryptocurrencies in the Meter (MTR) market for
a cheaper price than those available from HydraDX. Alternatively, you can hold, earn, spend, donate, lend, and
trade Meter (MTR). The community will grow as teams build projects that utilize Meter (MTR). 

3. Support the Meter Economy 

Meter (MTR) will become a gateway for a wide range of initiatives, from financial services to charities, and
aspires to become the most used cryptocurrency in the Polkadot ecosystem. By engaging with the many
different products and services that have integrated Meter (MTR), users are able to manage and trade their
crypto assets, as well as develop and expand the Standard ecosystem and the industry as a whole. Simply by
spending Meter (MTR) you are adding liquidity to the token, growing the global Meter (MTR) economy, and
raising the profile of Meter (MTR) and its many advantages over conventional alternatives: 

1) Decentralization. Meter (MTR) can be transferred peer-to-peer by anyone, anywhere in the world, with no
third-party interference. 
2) Accessibility. Anyone with an internet connection can access Meter (MTR) via various wallet solutions within
the Polkadot ecosystem, including Mathwallet, Speckle, etc. 
3) Speed. Transactions generally take just a few seconds on a PoS network.
4) Low cost. Transfer fees are typically just a few cents. 

4. How do I use this protocol? 
- In Bullish market conditions

Standard issues its stablecoin MTR from collateral, typically DOT. This enables leverage trading with one’s
existing assets. Alternatively, MTR holders can generate synthetic assets from oracles, such as virtual stocks,
commodities, etc. 

- In Bearish market conditions

MTR holders can still engage in trading by purchasing other digital assets from liquidation. These assets can be
purchased with MTR and sold on exchanges.

Short Token Description
Standard Protocol is the first Collateralized Rebasable Stablecoin (CRS) protocol for synthetic assets, and will
operate in the Polkadot ecosystem. It introduces a new paradigm for liquidity aggregation.

Token Contract Address https://etherscan.io/token/0x9040e237c3bf18347bb00957dc22167d0f2b999d
Base Platform ERC 20 (temporary)

Mainnet Explorer Url

Network No Input

Project Type Stablecoin

Tokens were initially available and currently obtainable
in the following method(s)

1. Exchange offering
2. Staking or delegated staking

Additional Token issuance or minting conditions,
including implemented natural inflation. The total supply of STND is 100,000,000, which is fixed.
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Trading practices after the Token Sale by Company 1. Company founders and promoters have not purchased or sold Tokens after the Token Sale
2. Company has not purchased or sold Tokens after the Token Sale

Method of allocating tokens during Token Sale

We had 2 rounds for token sales: Private and Public.
For private sale, we have received more than 3 million dollars from worldwide renowned venture capitals and
partners. 
For public sale, we went through Polkastarter for IDO.

Token allocation percentage based on Total Supply immediately after Token Generation Event

Token Holder Rights

a) Receive payments or other consideration under the following circumstances
Liquidity Supplier
b) Tokens give holders ownership or contractual interest or rights in the following circumstances
No Input
c) Token holders may vote on the following matters
No Input
d) Other information that may be relevant to the Tokens or their sale
No Input

ITEM 2. Token Sales

2.1 Token Sales details
No Input

Percentage of individual investors at initial offering

Terms and conditions for top backers

No Input

2.2 Initial Offering Rounds
No data available

*: Proposed calculation, but not necessarily mandatory, is based on USD equivalent of cryptocurrency received between the start and end date of the Token sale duration
calculated by ((High+Low)/2) of market price

ITEM 3. Token Supply History
The following is a manual record Token supply history as of 2021-05-24. Corresponding transactions hashes have not been provided within this report.

Purpose Date Amount Value (USD) Post Total Supply Post Circulating Supply

Genesis 2021-04-29 100,000,000 N/A 100,000,000 N/A

ITEM 4. Listed Exchanges

Exchange Pair Price Volume Percentage

No data available
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ITEM 5. Token Ownership
The following is an automatic query result of wallet addresses based on balance holdings with meta data application as of 2021-05-24.

Rank Address Balance Percentage

1 0xD1659fb6B3c2ed6d5e5ecE9551BBef4Cef82e009(Yield Farming) 30,000,000 30%
2 0x14F5d5e3e355978934bDd872cA8f09CBE1fe4318(Investor Vesting) 15,855,466 15.86%
3 0xdDfc269955f0224996665d3fc2B5Af3E374C67cE(Foundation) 14,000,020 14.00%
4 0xa4863926e2cA3B589B5524d45937111A58C3A1dF(Protocol Development) 10,000,000 10%
5 0x455f0791Fff4315dc66cE07D63A49Cae0750A1ae(Team) 10,000,000 10%
6 0x836c7253a1C89C4c54d02a4D8686Cee2c4964625(Community Incentive) 6,000,000 6%
7 0xA55cE840486D3A14c74cE4eFF3E582EC30AF0747(Marketing) 4,286,335 4.29%
8 0xD5FA44720A82b62B92a5BB9B6AD671d2a8D924D2(Advisor) 3,000,000 3%
9 0xD6216fC19DB775Df9774a6E33526131dA7D19a2c(Unknown 1) 1,850,000 1.85%

10 0xa1D8d972560C2f8144AF871Db508F0B0B10a3fBf(Unknown 2) 1,037,076 1.04%
11 0x205289bd0d3dCA0AD89A5Df0e3A9232735d3719c(Unknown 3) 565,569 0.57%
12 0xECd3b4b7fD0Bc9f52335f29a3e007453dE07D2b9(Unknown 4) 300,000 0.30%
13 0xe43611f573627383B80026360bF40Ba809Db5Fc0(Unknown 5) 203,713 0.20%
14 0x0D0707963952f2fBA59dD06f2b425ace40b492Fe(Gate.io) 189,387 0.19%
15 0xe94272661Fd46362e5dd247221e0Fc018a298d09(Unknown 6) 186,402 0.19%
16 0xd60B3f7fFF21b47f53C412f3C20ea55Dd851419c(Unknown 7) 146,338 0.15%
17 0x5A6eCBfe86a94D1A6A4b3ad89487c387fa43343b(Unknown 8) 99,367 0.10%
18 0x51601cd447D0Dd94bFA5d844c41EAE30150475C9(Unknown 9) 90,000 0.09%
19 0x1C4b70a3968436B9A0a9cf5205c787eb81Bb558c(Gate.io) 88,444 0.09%
20 0xd2234E506862991ADA75f930c6D79B4236e3E265(Unknown 10) 75,714 0.08%
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ITEM 6. Token Price
The following are market data present as of 2021-05-24.

Price Performance

▸ USD
Current Price :

Change (7d/24h/1h) : % | % | %

Initial Offering Price: $-

Return since Initial Offering :

▸ ETH
Current Price :

Change (7d/24h/1h) : % | % | %

Initial Offering Price: - ETH

Return since Initial Offering :
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ITEM 7. On-chain Performance

Accumulated Wallet Count
Date Accumulated Wallet Count New Wallet Count

No data available

Transfer Count
Date Token Transfer Count

No data available

Transfer Volume
Date Token Transfer Volume

No data available
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PART V. Compliance

This section is only accessible by our Partners. Please contact us at direct@crossangle.io to inquire about access.

mailto:direct@crossangle.io

